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Emotional Intelligence Defined 
Broadly speaking, emotional intelligence is our ability to process and articulate what we’re feeling and 
then use that information to inform our thinking, problem-solving, and decision-making.   
 

It is having the mental skill and ability to: 
 

1. IDENTIFY, ANALYZE, and UNDERSTAND your emotions and the emotions of others, 
 

2. use this knowledge to SOLVE PROBLEMS and MAKE INFORMED DECISIONS, and 
 

3. MANAGE your emotions and INFLUENCE the emotions of others. 
 
Emotional Clarity 
Emotional clarity is a specific kind of awareness that considers cause and effect.  It's an enhanced 
ability to identify and understand the kinds of events that yield different emotions and outcomes.  
Being able to do so allows you to anticipate emotional responses and proactively manage them; 
thereby giving you more control over your decisions and actions.  
 
Emotional Triggers 
An emotional trigger is a response to a person, situation, event, conversation, email, or other content 
providing entity that provokes an emotional response powerful enough to override rational and 
objective thinking. 
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Identifying and Managing Your Triggers 
Becoming conscious of your emotions and their effect on your actions and reactions is one way of 
honing your emotional intelligence. Below and on the following pages are five steps to identifying your 
emotional triggers and commanding emotional control.  
 
 
 

 
 
 

STEP 1 IDENTIFY THE EMOTION 
 

Identify the Exact Emotion You Experienced 
 

Many times, we're at the mercy of our emotions on a subconscious level, but emotions don't just 
appear out of nowhere.  There's always a source.  Recognizing them on a conscious level will allow you 
to better understand and manage them.  
 

• Recognizing emotion the moment it materializes is far healthier and more effective than letting it 
build up, intensify, and erupt later. 

 

• Learn to recognize when multiple emotions are bubbling up at the same time and playing off one 
another. 

 

• Be hyperaware of when you might be confusing one emotion for another.  For example, you might 
find that when you are angry what you're really feeling is anxiety, fear, or perhaps sadness. 

 

• Take ownership of your emotions. Resist trying to them on others.  Make note of it in a journal and 
don’t allow yourself to get away with it.  Taking full responsibility for your emotions will help you 
better understand and manage them. 

 
On the following page are various emotions humans can experience. Identify the exact emotion(s) 
you're experiencing. 
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STEP 2 IDENTIFY THE TRIGGER 
 

Seek to Understand the Source 
 

Engage in quiet self-reflection and focus on what is causing you to feel the way you do.  Analyze the 
situation until you discern the cause of the emotion. What is it about this person, situation, event, 
conversation, email, etc. that elicits this emotional response? 
 

• WHAT were you doing and what did you experience that triggered the emotion? 
What did you see, hear, taste, touch, and smell? 

 

• WHO was present?  With whom were you interacting?   
 

• WHEN did it take place (timing)? 
 

• WHERE were you? 
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List of Emotions Categorized into a Short Tree Structure (Parrott 2001) 
 
 

PRIMARY 
EMOTION 

SECONDARY 
EMOTION TERTIARY EMOTION 

LOVE 
Affection Adoration · Fondness · Liking · Attractiveness · Caring · 

Tenderness · Compassion · Sentimentality 

Lust/Sexual Desire Desire · Passion · Infatuation 
Longing Longing 

JOY 

Cheerfulness Amusement · Bliss · Gaiety · Glee · Jolliness · Joviality · Joy · Delight · 
Enjoyment · Happiness · Jubilation · Elation · Satisfaction · Ecstasy · Euphoria

Zest Enthusiasm · Zeal · Excitement · Thrill · Exhilaration 
Contentment Pleasure 

Pride Triumph 
Optimism Eagerness · Hope 

Enthrallment Rapture 
Relief Relief 

SURPRISE Surprise Amazement · Astonishment 

ANGER 

Irritability Aggravation · Agitation · Annoyance · Grouchy · Grumpy · Crosspatch 
Exasperation Frustration 

Rage Anger · Outrage · Fury · Wrath · Hostility · Ferocity · Bitter · 
Hatred · Scorn · Spite · Vengefulness · Dislike · Resentment 

Disgust Revulsion · Contempt · Loathing 
Envy Jealousy 

Torment Torment 

SADNESS 

Suffering Agony · Anguish · Hurt 

Sadness Depression · Despair · Gloom · Glumness · Unhappy · Grief · 
Sorrow · Woe · Misery · Melancholy 

Disappointment Dismay · Displeasure 
Shame Guilt · Regret · Remorse 

Neglect Alienation · Defeatism · Dejection · Embarrassment · Homesickness · 
Humiliation · Insecurity · Insult · Isolation · Loneliness · Rejection 

Sympathy Pity · Sympathy 

FEAR 
Horror Alarm · Shock · Fear · Fright · Horror · Terror · Panic · Hysteria · Mortification 

Nervousness Anxiety · Suspense · Uneasiness · Apprehension · Worry · Distress · Dread 
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STEP 3 IDENTIFY YOUR HABITUAL RESPONSE AND THE OUTCOME 
 

Describe Your Behavioral Response 
 

• When presented with this trigger, what does your internal dialogue sound like?  What are you 
thinking at that moment? What do the conversations inside your head sound like? 

 

• What is your most natural response to these thoughts and internal dialogue? How do you typically 
respond – both verbally and nonverbally? 
 

• What is the outcome of this behavioral response? 
 

• Is it what you want it to be and does it serve you well? Why or why not? 
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STEP 4 GET YOUR HEAD STRAIGHT AND OBJECTIVELY ANALYZE THE SITUATION 
 

Challenge the Internal Dialogue Eliciting Your Negative Emotions, Thoughts, and Behaviors 
 

With mental maturity, gather the facts and return to a place of objective and rational thinking. Put the 
situation in perspective.  Gather your thoughts and think objectively.  Your goal is to see the situation 
for what it is.  Keep an open mind and take in as much information as possible.  Be objective, focus 
only on the facts, and explore all perspectives.   
 

• Is there evidence to support why you should feel the way you feel? Are you reading the situation 
correctly? 

 

• Are you making assumptions and filling in blanks with potentially inaccurate information? 
 

• Are you employing empathy and exploring all perspectives through the eyes and experiences of 
others? 

 

• Are you allowing past experiences to negatively impact your ability to objectively analyze the 
current situation? 

 

• Are you taking things personally when you shouldn't be? 
 

• Are irrational fears or stories at play and distorting your perception of reality? 
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STEP 5 INTERRUPT AND REDIRECT 
 

Command Control of Your Thoughts & Behaviors 
 

With a clear mind and sound information, you are now ready to act. Create a plan for interrupting and 
redirecting your emotional and behavioral response the next time trigger presents itself 

 

• Begin with the end in mind. When faced with difficult situations, our BEHAVIOR FOLLOWS our 
MOTIVES. Using the questions below, gain clarity regarding the outcome you seek the next time this 
trigger presents itself. 

 

• With sound reason and emotional maturity, create your plan for interrupting your most natural 
behavioral response by redirecting your thoughts toward an internal discussion about (1) what's 
happening, (2) why it's happening, and (3) how to best move forward.   

 
Q1  Q2 Q3  Q4 

 

WHAT IS THE 
OUTCOME 
YOU SEEK?  
What do you 
ultimately want 
to accomplish? 
 

 

WHAT DO YOU WANT FOR: 
 Yourself? 
 Others? 
 The Relationship? 
 The Organization? 

 

WHY IS THIS IMPORTANT? 
• Is it necessary? 
 

• What is to be gained? 
 

• What value will it bring to what you, 
your team, others, the organization, 
etc. are trying to accomplish? 

 

HOW WOULD 
YOU THINK 
AND BEHAVE 
IF YOU REALLY 
WANTED 
THESE 
RESULTS? 

 
What would be a more productive internal dialogue and behavioral response when this trigger 
presents itself? What steps will you take to recognize when this trigger is present and to interrupt your 
most natural response with one that will better serve you and the outcomes you seek? 
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